SDLP is looking for four (4) students willing to work as Dean’s Fellows to help us translate various articles into Spanish and French. We expect to hire two (2) translators for each language. Translators will work directly with the International Editor to translate approximately three to four (3-4) articles for the academic year. Each translator will work three (3) hours per week. All applications are due on September 30th at 5pm.

**Translator Responsibilities**

- Provide translations of approximately 3-4 academic articles per school year, following a set timeline
- Work closely with international editor
- Assist in final review and edits of translations in March/April

**Tentative Timeline:**

- Applications Due: Sept 30
- Informal Interviews: Oct 2-9
- First Articles assigned: October 10
- First translation check-in: October 24
- Draft of translation due: November 16
- 2nd draft of translation due: November 30
- Rest of Articles assigned: December 21
- First check-in of new articles: January 23
- Draft of translations due: February 8
- 2nd draft of translation due: February 22
- Edit and Review: March and April

**Application Requirements**

- A 1-2 page cover letter, in the language you would like to translate (either Spanish or French), describing why you are interested in working with SDLP, why you are qualified for translation and editing responsibilities, and anything else you would like us to know
- Resume or CV in English
- Sample translation (translate the excerpt below)
- Short informal interviews (approximately 10 minutes each) will be held shortly after the application deadline
What we are looking for in the translations!

- A solid grasp on grammar structures
- Quality of translations
- Consistent and accurate use of vocabulary

Please translate the following:

INECE works to promote the message that effective environmental compliance and enforcement, at the national level, are critical to achieving international environmental objectives, including commitments made under multilateral environmental agreements. Environmental compliance and enforcement play a fundamental role in building the foundation for the rule of law, good governance, and sustainable development.

Robust national environmental compliance and enforcement systems for environmental and energy laws are critical parts of an effective overall governance strategy to meet green economy, poverty eradication, and sustainable development objectives. Multidisciplinary approaches to capacity building for parliamentarians, inspectors, prosecutors, and judges are keys to this process.


Contact Information

- Office: Room 631
- Email: sdlp.wcl@gmail.com
- Please mention “International Editor” in email subject line